
Frameworks in Python for Numeric 

Computation / ML



Why use a framework?

● Why not use the built-in data structures? Why not 

write our own matrix multiplication function?



Why use a framework?

● Turns out pure Python is not well suited for high 

performance numeric computation.

(Numpy’s matrix multiply function was 2392x faster than ours)

● Frameworks are needed not only because they contain 

useful library functions, but also because these functions 

are much more computationally efficient.

● “Vectorizing your code” ≈ “Using library functions instead 

of loops”



Numpy

● Lets you manipulate and perform computations on 

arrays of numbers

● Example array operations:
− “Create an array filled with zeros”

− “Create an array that contains every second element of 

another array”

− “Add one to everything in this array”

− “Find all locations in the array where the value is 

negative”

− … etc.



Numpy and Pytorch Jupyter Notebooks

● SSH to your server

● Clone code: `git clone https://github.com/cmudeeplearning11785/deep-learning-

tutorials.git`

● Activate Pytorch: `source activate pytorch_p36`

● Start Jupyter: `jupyter notebook`

● Browse to Jupyter notebook

https://github.com/cmudeeplearning11785/deep-learning-tutorials.git


Numpy and Pytorch Jupyter Notebooks

● If you cannot access AWS right now, view the notebook on Github

○ https://github.com/cmudeeplearning11785/deep-learning-tutorials

○ Go to folder ‘recitation-2’

○ You cannot run the code but you can follow along

https://github.com/cmudeeplearning11785/deep-learning-tutorials/blob/master/recitation-2/Tutorial-pytorch.ipynb


Numpy

● Try the Numpy tutorial in Jupyter Notebook



PyTorch

● The framework we will be using in this course to 

design deep neural networks

● The interface is similar to Numpy, though some 

function names will be different
− Instead of np.array, you have torch.Tensor

− Tensors can be moved to the GPU

− torch.Variable can be used for automatic differentiation



Pytorch

● Brief look at the Pytorch tutorial



Pytorch Example Model

● Open `pytorch-example.py`

● This example:

○ Creates a model

○ Creates a dataset

○ Iteratively trains the model on the dataset



Simple Task

● Illustrative example: making an MLP to count the 

number of 1’s in an n-bit binary input.
− To make things a bit more interesting, we’ll require the 

output to be a binary number instead of the usual one-hot 

representation.

For example:

X: [1,0,1,1,0,0,0] (input has 3 ones)

Y: [0,1,1] (output is binary encoding of ‘3’)



Create a module

● Create a class that extends torch.nn.Module

● Add components and specify how they will be used in the 

forward pass



Load data

● Load the training data (or create it in our case)



Training the network

● Neural networks in PyTorch take in 
torch.autograd.Variable objects (as opposed to 

torch.Tensor or np.array objects)

− The Variable type allows Pytorch to automatically compute 

gradients

● So we actually have to convert our Numpy data to Tensors, 

and then to Variables.

● We also want to move all our data to the GPU if we have 

access to one.

● To make this less of a headache, it’s recommended that you 

create several helper functions to do this



The helper functions



Training the network

● Choose the loss function and the optimizer
− We’ll use binary cross entropy loss and the stochastic gradient descent 

optimizer

● Create a PyTorch data set from our Numpy data, and a 

data loader which will load minibatches from the data set.

● For each minibatch, we must:
− Reset the gradients (a kind of boilerplate step)

− Run a feed forward pass

− Compute the losses

− Run a backpropagation pass

− Update the network

− Record metrics, log progress, bookkeeping, etc.



The training routine



Testing it out

● Now run the training routine for 100 epochs with 

batch size 50 and learning rate 2.0

● Verify that the network has indeed learned to count 

the number of 1’s by feeding it some custom inputs



What happens behind the hood

● During the forward pass, pyTorch creates a computational 

graph that describes how the input data is passed between 

modules and how each module modifies the data.
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What happens behind the hood

● When loss.backward() is called, pyTorch computes the 

gradient of some variables with respect to the loss. The 

gradients are temporarily stored inside the Variable objects.
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What happens behind the hood

● The optimizer uses these gradients to update the 

parameters of the network.
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Adding complexity
● We only made a bare-bones system where we can train a 

simple network and test it on some hand-picked inputs.

● Features that we probably should add
− Take in command line arguments for the batch size, number of 

epochs, learning rate... etc.

− Saving checkpoints (a file containing the network parameters, 

which can be loaded when needed)

− Performing evaluation on a test set

− Performing cross validation, and creating a backup of the network 

when the validation score starts to become worse.

● There are many features in PyTorch we didn’t cover. 

Thankfully, you can find detailed documentation and tutorials 

online.



Utility Libraries

● Pytorch does not include (much) plumbing for common tasks

− Saving, loading, logging, validating

● Utility libraries like inferno can take care of the boilerplate

− You can just focus on the model itself



Other Frameworks/Libraries 

to Know



TensorFlow

● TensorFlow is another commonly used deep learning 

framework. 

● Two stages

○ Build a static computational graph with placeholders

○ Execute the graph, feeding placeholder values

# Build a graph

x = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, [None])

y = x*2

# Run graph

With tf.Session() as s:

result = s.run(y, feed_dict={x:5}



Tensorboard

● Component of TensorFlow for visualization, but can be used with pytorch

○ Visualize computation graph of tensors and computations

○ Live graphs of arbitrary scalars (loss, accuracy, etc.)

○ Histograms (useful for visualizing weights)



Scipy

● Scipy contains advanced library functions for 

numeric computation, some of which are useful for 

machine learning (e.g. sparse matrices, clustering)



Scikit-learn

● Scikit-learn implements many ML algorithms such 

as SVM, PCA, decision trees, approximate nearest 

neighbor search etc.



OpenCV

● OpenCV provides many image-related functions in python

● Useful for reading, rotating, re-scaling, and other image-

preprocessing tasks



NLTK

● NLTK is a toolkit for natural language

● Easiest way to get and tokenize a corpus in 

python

● Includes

○ Corpus downloaders

○ Tokenizers

○ Parsers



Sympy

● Somewhere between numpy and pytorch

● Provides symbolic differentiation

○ Not GPU accelerated or useful for ML

○ BUT, you can symbolically calculate integrals 

and derivatives

● Useful if you want to double-check your calculus



Other frameworks

● Many other deep learning frameworks exist, such as 

Caffe, Theano, Keras, DL4J etc.

● They differ in what components they offer, how easy 

it is to create custom network architectures, whether 

they let you make performance tweaks, whether 

they use static or dynamic graphs, and so on.


